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Abstract

We propose tight conditions under which two-stage robust and distributionally robust opti-

mization problems are optimally solved in affine decision rules. Contrary to previous work, our

conditions do not impose any structure on the support of the uncertain problem parameters,

and they ensure point-wise (as opposed to worst-case) optimality of affine decision rules. The

absence of support restrictions allows us to consider rich classes of uncertainty sets as well as

transfer non-linearities to the support via liftings, while the point-wise optimality ensures that

decision rules remain optimal for broad classes of distributionally robust optimization problems,

including data-driven problems over φ-divergence or Wasserstein ambiguity sets. We show that

our conditions are met by problems in diverse application domains, such as logistics, inventory

and supply chain management, flexible production planning and healthcare scheduling. We also

show how problems that ‘almost’ meet our conditions can sometimes be solved by complement-

ing affine decision rules with methods that isolate the complicating problem structure.

Keywords: Affine Decision Rules; (Distributionally) Robust Optimization.
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1 Introduction

Robust and distributionally robust optimization problems faithfully model the uncertainty and

ambiguity inherent in practical decision problems. Moreover, their two- and multi-stage extensions

account for the dynamics of real-life decision making, where some decisions can be postponed

and thus taken under a richer information base. Unfortunately, however, the presence of multiple

decision stages leads to significant theoretical and computational challenges. In fact, robust linear

programs are NP-hard already when they involve two decision stages (Guslitser, 2002), and the

solution schemes for two- and multi-stage robust optimization problems, such as (nested) Benders’

decomposition (Jiang et al., 2014; Thiele et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2013), semi-infinite programming

(Zeng and Zhao, 2013; Ayoub and Poss, 2016), uncertainty set partitioning (Bertsimas and Dunning,

2016; Postek and den Hertog, 2016; Georghiou et al., 2020), Fourier-Motzkin elimination (Zhen

et al., 2018) and robust dual dynamic programming (Georghiou et al., 2019), often exhibit an

unfavourable scaling in the size of the problem.

A popular heuristic for generating suboptimal decisions in two- and multi-stage problems ap-

proximates the recourse decisions via affine decision rules, which impose an affine dependence of

these decisions on the revealed uncertainties. Originally proposed by Charnes et al. (1958) for the

production scheduling of heating oil, affine decision rules have been largely neglected by the stochas-

tic programming community due to their suboptimality even in well-structured problem classes as

well as the difficulty to meaningfully bound the optimality gap (Garstka and Wets, 1974). They

resurfaced several decades later in the robust optimization (Ben-Tal et al., 2004), control theory

(Skaf and Boyd, 2010) and stochastic programming (Kuhn et al., 2011) domains, where they have

subsequently been generalized to segregated affine (Chen et al., 2008; Chen and Zhang, 2009; Goh

and Sim, 2010), piecewise affine (Bertsimas and Georghiou, 2015; Georghiou et al., 2015), polyno-

mial and trigonometric (Bampou and Kuhn, 2011; Bertsimas et al., 2011c) decision rules. We refer

to the survey of Delage and Iancu (2015) for a detailed review of the decision rule literature.

In this paper, we develop conditions under which affine decision rules are optimal in two-

stage robust and distributionally robust optimization problems. It comes at no surprise that such

conditions must be restrictive. Broadly speaking, our conditions apply to problems where a part

of the first-stage decisions are binary and select which second-stage constraints are binding at

optimality. By ensuring that this constraint set imposes an affine dependence of the second-stage
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decisions on the uncertain problem parameters, we can guarantee that optimal affine decision rules

exist. Contrary to prior optimality results for decision rules, we do not impose any assumptions

on the support of the uncertain problem parameters. This allows us to model rich classes of

dependencies in robust optimization problems, and it also enables us to transfer non-linearities to

the support via liftings. Moreover, and again in contrast to the existing optimality results, our

conditions ensure point-wise (as opposed to worst-case) optimality of affine decision rules, which

implies that our results extend to a broad class of distributionally robust optimization problem

for which, to our best knowledge, no prior optimality results exist. Our results also allow us to

characterize broader classes of problems that are optimally solved in richer classes of decision rules,

such as piecewise affine, polynomial and trigonometric decision rules.

Perhaps surprisingly, our conditions are met by various formulations of logistics, inventory and

supply chain management, flexible production planning and medical scheduling problems. Also,

our conditions may often be met ‘approximately’, that is, they would be met if it was not for a

small set of complicating variables and/or constraints. Isolating such problem structure allows us

to employ optimal affine decision rules for the benign part of the problem, while the complicating

part can be dealt with separately, for example through a lifting of the uncertainty/ambiguity set

or a K-adaptability formulation. This situation is akin to integer programming, where Lagrangian

relaxations often allow us to isolate complicating aspects of the problem, and the remainder of the

problem can be solved optimally as a linear program due to the presence of a totally unimodular

constraint matrix.

We summarize the main contributions of this work as follows.

(i) We develop optimality conditions for affine decision rules in two-stage robust and distribu-

tionally robust optimization problems. Our conditions are tight in the sense that there are

problems satisfying all but one of the conditions that do not admit optimal affine decision

rules. We are not aware of any prior optimality results for affine decision rules in distribu-

tionally robust optimization problems.

(ii) We show how complicating problem structure that precludes the optimality of affine decision

rules can be isolated by lifting the support or employing a K-adaptability formulation. These

techniques allow us to significantly broaden the class of problems for which affine decision

rules are optimal.
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(iii) We apply our results to problems from diverse application domains, several of which are

solved optimally in affine decision rules for the first time.

Several papers characterize the geometry of recourse decisions in stochastic and (distribution-

ally) robust optimization. Garstka and Wets (1974) investigate the optimal structure of decision

rules in stochastic programming. They show that two- and multi-stage stochastic linear programs

with right-hand side uncertainty are optimized by piecewise affine decision rules, and they conclude

that affine decision rules are very restrictive. Most works in the robust and distributionally robust

optimization domain take the suboptimality of constant and affine decision rules as given, and they

focus on quantifying the optimality gap of these decision rules for specific problem classes. In one of

the earliest attempts, Bertsimas and Goyal (2010) show that constant decision rules perform well if

either the uncertainty set or the probability distribution is symmetric. The results are extended to

multi-stage problems and finite adaptability formulations by Bertsimas et al. (2011b) and Housni

and Goyal (2018), to non-linear problems by Bertsimas and Goyal (2013), and to problems with

uncertain packing constraints by Bertsimas et al. (2015) and Awasthi et al. (2019). The substan-

tially more flexible affine decision rules, while typically suboptimal as well, allow to significantly

reduce the optimality gap compared to constant decision rules. Bertsimas and Goyal (2012) relate

the optimality gap of affine decision rules in two-stage robust optimization problems with right-

hand side uncertainty to the number of constraints and uncertain parameters. In a similar spirit,

Bertsimas and Bidkhori (2015) quantify the optimality gap of affine decision rules by studying the

distance of the uncertainty set to the smallest enclosing simplex. In a recent paper, Housni and

Goyal (2021) study the performance of affine policies in two-stage robust optimization problems

with right-hand side uncertainty where the uncertainty sets constitute intersections of budget sets.

As expected, the cases where the affine decision rules are optimal are rare, and they require a be-

nign problem structure to be present. Bertsimas and Goyal (2012) identify that affine decision rules

are optimal in two-stage robust linear optimization problems with right-hand side uncertainty if the

uncertainty set is a simplex. This is intuitive as the linear problem structure causes the worst-case

parameter realizations to be attained at the extreme points of the uncertainty set, and the degrees

of freedom in the affine decision rules match the number of extreme points in the simplex. Bertsimas

et al. (2010) show that affine decision rules are optimal in a multi-stage robust inventory manage-

ment problem that considers a single product and that accounts for ordering, inventory holding and
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backlogging costs. A crucial assumption in this work is that the uncertainty set for the stage-wise

customer demands is a hyperrectangle. The result was later extended by Iancu et al. (2013) to

problem instances where the corner points of the uncertainty set form a subset of the extreme points

of the r0, 1s-hypercube and the objective is convex and supermodular. The authors show that such

problems find applications in two-echelon supply chains with inventory capacity investments. In

a similar line of research, Ardestani-Jaafari and Delage (2016) show that affine decision rules are

optimal in a class of inventory management problems where the uncertainty set is the intersection

of the 1- and 8-norm balls. Finally, Simchi-Levi et al. (2019) show that affine decision rules are

optimal in a two-stage robust medical supply chain design problem if the uncertain demands are

modelled by a budget-type uncertainty set and the supply network has a tree structure.

All of the previously discussed optimality results have in common that they establish the worst-

case optimality of affine decision rules in robust optimization problems, and they rely on the

interplay of the worst-case scenarios in the uncertainty sets with the structure of the problem.

In contrast, Gounaris et al. (2013) show that affine decision rules are optimal in two-stage robust

vehicle routing problems, independent of the geometry of the uncertainty set. It turns out that their

result, which is established through an intricate ad hoc analysis, emerges naturally as a special case

of our conditions, which further show that affine decision rules remain optimal under distributional

robustness as well as for several other variants of the problem.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 develops tight conditions that guaran-

tee the existence of optimal affine decision rules. Section 3 extends our findings to K-adaptability

problems that allow for both continuous and discrete second-stage decisions. We study various

applications of our results in Section 4, and we offer concluding remarks in Section 5.

2 Optimality of Affine Decision Rules

We consider an ambiguous probability space pΩ,F ,Pq, where Ω is the sample space of possible

outcomes, F is a σ-algebra on Ω that specifies the measurable events, and P is an ambiguity set

of probability measures. We denote by L the set of all extended real-valued random variables on

pΩ,F ,Pq, that is, the set of all measurable functions X : Ω Ñ R. We fix a law invariant ambiguous

risk measure ρ � tρPuPPP , which is a collection of law invariant risk measures ρP : L Ñ R, P P P.
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The focus of our study is the two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx; ξ̃q

�
subject to x P X ,

(1a)

where X � Rn1 , ξ̃ is a random vector that is governed by some distribution P P P and that is

supported on Ξ � Rk,1 and the second-stage cost function Q satisfies

Qpx; ξq �

�
�������

minimize fpx,y; ξq

subject to Apξqx�By ¥ gpξq

Cpξqx�Dy ¤ hpξq

y P Rn2

�
�������
, (1b)

where f : Rn1 � Rn2 � Ξ Ñ R is the objective function, the technology matrices A : Ξ Ñ Rm1�n1

and C : Ξ Ñ Rm2�n1 and the right-hand sides g : Ξ Ñ Rm1 and h : Ξ Ñ Rm2 can depend on ξ,

and the recourse matrices B P Rm1�n2 and D P Rm2�n2 are constant. Here and in the following,

we adopt the standard convention that the optimal value of a minimization problem is �8 (�8)

whenever the problem is infeasible (unbounded).

We make the blanket assumption that the expression ρPrQpx; ξ̃qs that evaluates the risk of

the second-stage costs in (1a) is well-defined for all first-stage decisions x P X and all probability

measures P P P. Sufficient conditions to ensure this are discussed in §2.3.1 of Shapiro et al. (2009).

Problem (1) constitutes a very generic two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem

with a possibly nonlinear and non-convex first-stage feasible region X and a polyhedral (possibly

unbounded) second-stage feasible region described by (1b). The objective function f of problem (1)

can be nonlinear and non-convex in the decision variables and the uncertain problem parameters.

The problem assumes a fixed recourse but allows for uncertainty in the technology matrices and

right-hand sides. Special cases of problem (1) include stochastic programs, where P � tP0u, and

robust optimization problems, where ρP � P- ess sup and P � tδz : z P Zu with δz being the

Dirac measure that places unit probability at z P Rk and Z � Rk being a (possibly non-convex)

uncertainty set. Problem (1) also encompasses distributionally robust optimization problems with

moment and data-driven (e.g., φ-divergence or Wasserstein) ambiguity sets.

We will study conditions under which the optimal value as well as the first-stage feasible region

of problem (1) do not change if we restrict the second-stage decision y to an affine decision rule.

1The support of a random vector is the smallest closed set that attains probability 1 under every measure P P P.
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This restriction results in the single-stage distributionally robust optimization problem

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx,ypξ̃q; ξ̃q

�
subject to x P X , y : Ξ

a
Ñ Rn2 ,

(2a)

where y : Ξ
a
Ñ Rn2 indicates that y is an affine function of ξ, and where Q is defined as

Qpx,y; ξq �

$''&
''%
fpx,y; ξq

if Apξqx�By ¥ gpξq and

Cpξqx�Dy ¤ hpξq,

�8 otherwise.

(2b)

Problem (2) offers several distinct advantages over problem (1). First and foremost, problem (2)

often admits an equivalent reformulation as a tractable optimization problem that is amenable to

a solution with standard software, or it can be solved efficiently by iterative solution schemes. In

contrast, the discretization schemes commonly employed for the solution of problem (1) typically

do not offer an implementable second-stage decision since the realized value of ξ̃ differs from all

discretization points with probability 1. Secondly, the optimal recourse policy in problem (2) has

a compact representation that can readily be stored and implemented (e.g., on embedded devices

without optimization capabilities). Finally, the simple and explicit structure of the recourse policy

in problem (2) facilitates interpretability of the optimization problem and may be useful, among

others, for comparative statics.

Our optimality result for affine decision rules makes the following assumptions:

(R) The risk measure ρP is monotonic for every P P P.

(F) For every x P X and ξ P Ξ, fpx, �; ξq is monotonically non-decreasing in y.

(A) The technology matrices A, C and the right-hand sides g, h are affine functions of ξ.

(D) The constraint matrix D is non-negative.

(B) For every x P X , there is an index set of constraints I � t1, . . . ,m1u, |I| � n2, such that the

restriction BI of B to those constraints is invertible with a positive inverse, as well as�
Apξqx�By ¥ gpξq ðñ AIpξqx�BIy ¥ gIpξq

�
@ξ P Ξ.

Assumption (R) is satisfied by many risk measures, including all coherent risk measures (Artzner

et al., 1999) and the value-at-risk. It is not satisfied, for instance, by the mean (semi-)moment and
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the mean deviation risk measures (Shapiro et al., 2009). Assumption (F) is satisfied, for example,

in the linear case where fpx,y; ξq � cJx � dpξqJy and dpξq ¥ 0 for all ξ P Ξ. Note that if

fpx, �; ξq is monotonically non-increasing in some or all components of y for every x P X and

ξ P Ξ, then a simple change of the affected variables yi Ð �yi satisfies assumption (F); care must

be taken, however, that the other assumptions remain satisfied by the reformulation. Assumption

(A) can always be satisfied by lifting the parameter vector ξ so that it contains the non-linear

components of A, C, g and h. Thus, assumption (A) is non-restrictive for our optimality result; it

is nevertheless important as the resulting problem reformulation may involve a non-convex support

Ξ, and hence the tractability of the affine decision rule problem (2) may be impacted. Together

with assumption (F), assumption (D) implies that the second constraint set in (1b) imposes upper

bounds on the decisions y. In some cases, assumption (D) can be satisfied by multiplying both

sides of a constraint in the second constraint set of (1b) with �1 and thus effectively converting

the constraint into a member of the first constraint set (due to the inversion of the inequality).

Assumption (B), finally, stipulates that for every fixed first-stage decision x P X , there is a subset

of n2 constraints that decide whether a second-stage decision y satisfies the first constraint set

in (1b). The assumption also states that the restriction of the recourse matrix B to those n2

constraints has a positive inverse, which will be crucial for our optimality proof. Compared to

the other assumptions, condition (B) is less transparent and appears cumbersome to verify in

practice. Later in this section, we will elaborate on more easily verifiable conditions that imply

(but are typically not implied by) assumption (B). We emphasize that we do not impose a relatively

complete recourse in our results.

Theorem 1. Under the assumptions (R), (F), (A), (D) and (B), the optimal value and the set

of feasible (optimal) first-stage decisions x in problems (1) and (2) coincide.

Proof. If problem (1) is infeasible, then its restriction (2) to affine second-stage decisions remains

infeasible. In this case, both problems share the same (empty) sets of feasible and optimal solutions,

and by our earlier convention both problems attain the same optimal value of �8. In the following,

we thus assume that problem (1) is feasible. We show that for every fixed first-stage decision x P X ,

we can construct an affine decision rule y` : Ξ
a
Ñ Rn such that

sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx; ξ̃q

�
� sup

PPP
ρP

�
Qpx,y`pξ̃q; ξ̃q

�
, (3)
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where the cost functions on the left-hand side and right-hand side are defined in (1b) and (2b),

respectively. Equation (3) immediately implies the statement of the theorem.

To show that equation (3) holds, fix any first-stage decision x P X , together with an index set

I that satisfies assumption (B). Define domQ � tξ P Ξ : Qpx; ξq   �8u as the set of parameter

realizations ξ for which x admits a feasible second-stage decision. For any ξ P domQ, any feasible

second-stage decision ypξq has to satisfy

Apξqx�Bypξq ¥ gpξq,

and assumption (B) implies that this is equivalent to

AIpξqx�BIypξq ¥ gIpξq. (4)

Since BI admits a positive inverse, the satisfaction of the constraint set (4) implies that

ypξq ¥ B�1
I

�
gIpξq �AIpξqx

�
, (5)

but not vice versa. Indeed, since B�1
I ¥ 0, the constraints in (5) constitute non-negative linear

combinations of the constraints in (4), and thus the constraint system (5) is a relaxation of the

constraint set (4). Consider now the solution

y`pξq � B�1
I

�
gIpξq �AIpξqx

�
@ξ P Ξ, (6)

which satisfies the relaxed constraint set (5) as equality for all ξ P Ξ and which is evidently affine

in ξ. This solution satisfies the constraint set (4) and thus also the first constraint set in (1b) over

domQ (but not over the possibly non-empty set ΞzdomQ). To see that y`pξq also satisfies the

second constraint set in (1b) over domQ, we note that for all ξ P domQ, we have that

Cpξqx�Dy`pξq ¤ Cpξqx�Dypξq

for any feasible second-stage decision ypξq. Here, the inequality follows from assumption (D) as

well as the fact that y`pξq ¤ ypξq for all ξ P domQ. Indeed, we have observed that any feasible

second-stage solution ypξq must satisfy the relaxed constraint set (5), and y`pξq is the point-wise

smallest decision satisfying (5) according to its definition in (6).

To see that y`pξq is point-wise optimal over Ξ, finally, we note that for all ξ P domQ and any

second-stage decision ypξq feasible for ξ, we have fpx,y`pξq; ξq ¤ fpx,ypξq; ξq due to assumption
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Figure 1. The feasible region imposed by the constraint system (4), left, is not equivalent

to that of (5), right, but both share the same coordinate-wise minimal point p1, 3q.

(F) as well as our earlier finding that y`pξq ¤ ypξq. Moreover, y`pξq is only infeasible for the

realizations ξ P ΞzdomQ for which any second-stage decision is infeasible. Assumption (R) then

implies equation (3), which concludes the proof.

Crucial to our proof of Theorem 1 is the existence of a non-negative inverse B�1
I thanks to

assumption (B), which ensures that the constraint system (5) is a relaxation of the first set of

constraints in (1b) that, if strengthened to equalities as in (6), imposes an affine structure on the

second-stage decisions ypξq. Note that the constraint system (5) is not equivalent to the first set

of constraints in (1b), however. Indeed, the feasible region formed by the constraints y1 ¥ 1 and

y2 ¥ y1� 2 can be interpreted as an instance of the second-stage problem (1b) satisfying condition

(B), but it does not coincide with the feasible region formed by the constraints y1 ¥ 1, y3 ¥ 3 of

the associated equation (5), see Figure 1. Crucially, however, both feasible regions share the same

component-wise minimal point py�1, y
�
2q � p1, 3q, which is what we exploit in the proof.

Remark 1 (More General Classes of Decisions Rules). We can generalize assumption (A) as

follows. If the technology matrix A and the right-hand side vector g belong to a function class C that

is closed under linear combinations ( e.g., piecewise affine, polynomial or trigonometric functions),

then Theorem 1 continues to hold if we replace the class of affine decision rules in problem (2) with

the broader class of decision rules in C. Note that the non-linearities in A and g can be absorbed in

the definition of the support Ξ, see Georghiou et al. (2015) and Bertsimas et al. (2019), and thus

our optimality result for affine decision rules immediately extends to this broader class of problems.

Remark 2 (Nonlinear Objective Functions and Epigraph Reformulations). Even if the objective

function f in problem (1) is piecewise affine, the associated affine decision rule problem (2) cannot
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be linearized through an epigraph formulation without affecting our optimality result. To see this,

consider the following instance of problem (1):

minimize EP
�
Qpξ̃q

�
with Qpξ̃q � min

 
max ty, 0u : y ¥ ξ, y P R

(
This instance contains no first-stage decision, its ambiguity set P � tPu is a singleton set that

contains the distribution P under which ξ̃ follows a univariate uniform distribution over the in-

terval r�1, 1s, and the risk measure ρP is the expected value. The instance evidently satisfies the

assumptions (R), (F), (A), (D) and (B) of Theorem 1, and its optimal value 1{4 is attained by

the affine decision rule y�pξq � ξ. The restriction of the epigraphical reformulation

minimize EP
�
Qpξ̃q

�
with Qpξ̃q � min tτ : τ ¥ max ty, 0u , y ¥ ξ, τ, y P Ru

to affine decision rules τpξq and ypξq, however, attains the strictly larger objective value of 1{2.

Remark 3 (Equality Constraints). Consider a variant of problem (1) with the second-stage problem

Qpx; ξq �

�
�������

minimize fpx,y, z; ξq

subject to Apξqx�By �Ez ¥ gpξq

Cpξqx�Dy � Fz ¤ hpξq

y P Rn2 , z P Zpx; ξq

�
�������

as well as its corresponding single-stage counterpart in affine decision rules. Assume that for each

first-stage decision x P X , we have |Zpx; ξq| ¤ 1 for all ξ P Ξ, and that there is an affine mapping

ξ ÞÑ ζpξq satisfying ζpξq P Zpx; ξq whenever Zpx; ξq � H, ξ P Ξ. In practical applications, the

set Zp�, �q would typically be characterized by equality constraints that are (de-)activated based on

logical conditions involving the first-stage decisions x. One can verify that Theorem 1 extends to

this more general setting if we replace the assumptions (F) and (B) with

(F’) For every x P X and ξ P Ξ, fpx, �, ζpξq; ξq is monotonically non-decreasing in y.

(B’) For every x P X , there is an index set of constraints I � t1, . . . ,m1u, |I| � n2, such that BI

is invertible with a positive inverse, as well as

�
Apξqx�By �Ez ¥ gpξq ðñ AIpξqx�BIy �EIz ¥ gIpξq

�
@ξ P Ξ.
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Remark 4 (Solution Methods). Assume that for all x P X and y : Ξ
a
Ñ Rn2, the employed risk

measure satisfies supPPP ρP
�
Qpx,ypξ̃q; ξ̃q

�
� 8 whenever Qpx,ypξq; ξq � 8 for some ξ P Ξ. This

is satisfied, among others, by the expected value, the conditional value-at-risk and the essential

supremum, but it is typically not satisfied by the value-at-risk. An affine decision rule y is then

feasible in problem (2) if and only if it is feasible point-wise over the support, that is,

Apξqx�Bypξq ¥ gpξq and Cpξqx�Dypξq ¤ hpξq @ξ P Ξ,

which admits an efficient reformulation via standard robust optimization techniques whenever the

support Ξ of the random vector ξ̃ is polyhedral (Ben-Tal et al., 2009; Bertsimas et al., 2011a).

The resulting reformulation of problem (2) constitutes a single-stage problem for which a range

of solution techniques have been developed, including monolithic reformulations via scenario fans

(Shapiro et al., 2009; Birge and Louveaux, 2011) or duality theory (Ben-Tal et al., 2009; Bertsimas

et al., 2011a; Ben-Tal et al., 2013; Wiesemann et al., 2014; Mohajerin Esfahani and Kuhn, 2018)

as well as iterative solution schemes based on Benders decomposition (Shapiro et al., 2009; Birge

and Louveaux, 2011) and semi-infinite programming (Blankenship and Falk, 1976; Mutapcic and

Boyd, 2009; Gorissen and den Hertog, 2013; Bertsimas et al., 2016).

We next show that the imposed assumptions (R), (F), (A), (D) and (B) are not only sufficient

but also necessary for the optimality of affine decision rules in problem (1).

Proposition 1. The assumptions (R), (F), (A), (D) and (B) in Theorem 1 are tight in the sense

that the conclusion of the theorem ceases to hold whenever problem (1) violates any one of the

assumptions, even if all other assumptions are satisfied.

Proof. As for assumption (R), consider the instance

minimize EP
�
Qpξ̃q

�
�

3

2
� EP

���Qpξ̃q � EP
�
Qpξ̃q

���� (7)

of problem (1) that contains no first-stage decision, whose ambiguity set P � tPu is a singleton set

that contains the distribution P under which ξ̃ follows a univariate uniform distribution over the

interval r�1, 1s, henceforth abbreviated by ξ̃ � Ur�1, 1s, and whose risk measure ρP is the weighted

mean-mean absolute deviation. The second-stage problem of this instance satisfies

Qpξq � min ty : y ¥ ξ, y P Ru .
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Note that although the mean-mean absolute deviation risk measure violates assumption (R), the

other assumptions (F), (A), (D) and (B) of Theorem 1 are all satisfied. One readily verifies that

the affine decision rule formulation (2) associated with problem (7) is optimized by y�pξq � ξ,

which results in an optimal value of 3{4, whereas the second-stage policy ypξq � maxtξ, pξ � 1q{4u

is feasible in problem (7) and attains a lower objective value of 2{3.

In view of assumption (F), consider the following instance of problem (1):

minimize EP
�
Qpξ̃q

�
(8)

This instance again contains no first-stage decision, its ambiguity set P � tPu is again a singleton

set such that ξ̃ � Ur�1, 1s under P, and ρP is the expected value. The second-stage problem satisfies

Qpξq � min t�y : y ¥ �10, y ¤ ξ, y ¤ �ξ, y P Ru .

Although the objective function fails to be monotonically non-decreasing in y and hence violates

assumption (F), the other assumptions (R), (A), (D) and (B) of Theorem 1 are all satisfied.

One readily verifies that the affine decision rule formulation (2) associated with problem (8) is

optimized by y�pξq � �1, which results in an optimal value of 1, whereas the second-stage policy

ypξq � mintξ, �ξu is feasible in problem (8) and attains a lower objective value of 1{2.

As for assumption (A), consider the instance of problem (1) with objective function (8), that

is, the risk measure satisfies ρP � EP, no first-stage decision, and the ambiguity set P � tPu is such

that ξ̃ � Ur�1, 1s under P. The second-stage problem satisfies

Qpξq � min
 
y : y ¥ ξ2, y P R

(
.

Although the constraint right-hand side exhibits a nonlinear dependence on ξ and hence violates

assumption (A), the other assumptions (R), (F), (D) and (B) of Theorem 1 are all satisfied. One

readily verifies that the associated affine decision rule formulation (2) is optimized by y�pξq � 1,

which results in an optimal value of 1, whereas the second-stage policy ypξq � ξ2 is feasible in

problem (1) and attains a lower objective value of 1{3.

In view of assumption (D), consider the instance of problem (1) with objective function (8),

that is, the risk measure satisfies ρP � EP, no first-stage decision, and the ambiguity set P � tPu

is such that ξ̃ � Ur�1, 1s under P. The second-stage problem satisfies

Qpξq � min ty : y ¥ ξ, �y ¤ ξ, y P Ru .
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Although the minus sign on the left-hand side of the second constraint implies that assumption

(D) is violated, the other assumptions (R), (F), (A) and (B) of Theorem 1 are all satisfied. One

readily verifies that the associated affine decision rule problem (2) is optimized by y�pξq � 1, which

results in an optimal value of 1, whereas the second-stage policy ypξq � maxtξ, �ξu is feasible in

problem (1) and attains a lower objective value of 1{2.

In view of assumption (B), finally, consider the instance of problem (1) with objective func-

tion (8), that is,, the risk measure satisfies ρP � EP, no first-stage decision, and the ambiguity set

P � tPu is such that ξ̃ � Ur�1, 1s under P. The second-stage problem satisfies

Qpξq � min
 
y1 � 2y2 : y1 � y2 ¥ ξ � 1, y1, y2 ¥ 0, y1, y2 ¤ 1, y P R2

(
.

Note that for every ξ ¡ �1, the index 1 of the first constraint y1� y2 ¥ ξ must be contained in the

index set I defined in assumption (B). As a result, however, none of the coefficient matrices

BI P

#�
1 1

1 0

�
,

�
1 1

0 1

�+

have a positive inverse, that is, assumption (B) is violated. In constrast, the other assumptions

(R), (F), (A) and (D) of Theorem 1 are all satisfied. One can verify that the associated affine

decision rule formulation (2) is optimized by y�1pξq � y�2pξq � pξ� 1q{2, which results in an optimal

value of 3{2, whereas the second-stage policy y1pξq � mintξ�1, 1u and y2pξq � maxtξ, 0u is feasible

in problem (1) and attains a lower objective value of 5{4.

While the assumptions (R), (F), (A) and (D) of Theorem 1 are transparent and easy to verify,

the assumption (B) is less intuitive and appears cumbersome to confirm in practice. We next

discuss sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for this assumption to be satisfied. To this end,

we recall that a matrix Z P Rn�n is called a Z-matrix if all of its off-diagonal elements are less

than or equal to zero, that is, if Zij ¤ 0 for i � j. Moreover, a Z-matrix is called an M -matrix if

all of its eigenvalues have a non-negative real part. The M -matrices form an important subclass

of the inverse positive matrices, that is, the matrices that possess a component-wise non-negative

inverse. The study of M -matrices has a long history in linear algebra, and M -matrices have found

applications, among others, in game theory, Markov chains and economics (Berman and Plemmons,

1994; Bapat and Raghavan, 1997).

We say that a collection of vectors z1, . . . ,zn P Rn form a partial order if there is a permutation

πp1q, . . . , πpnq of 1, . . . , n such that rzπpjqs` � 0 for all ` � πpjq, . . . , πpnq and all j � 1, . . . , n. In
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other words, z1, . . . ,zn P Rn form a partial order if there is a permutation matrix Π P Rn�n such

that the matrix Π
�
z1 . . . zn

�
ΠJ is upper triangular with zeros on the diagonal. The permutation

πp1q � 2, πp2q � 3 and πp3q � 1 certifies that the vectors z1 � p0, 1, 1qJ, z2 � p0, 0, 0qJ and

z3 � p0, 1, 0qJ form a partial order, for example, since z22 � z23 � z21 � 0, z33 � z31 � 0

and z11 � 0. One readily verifies that the associated permutation matrix Π �
�
eπp1q eπp2q eπp3q

�J
satisfies that Π

�
z1 z2 z3

�
ΠJ is upper triangular with zeros on the diagonal.

Proposition 2. Assume that the first constraint set Apξqx�By ¥ gpξq in (1b) can be written as

yj ¥ αjkpξq
Jx� βJjky � γjkpξq @j � 1, . . . , n2, @k � 1, . . . , sj , (9)

where βjk ¥ 0 for all j and k, such that for every x P X , we have:

(i) For every j � 1, . . . , n2 there is a constraint kj P t1, . . . , sju in (9) that weakly dominates the

other sj � 1 constraints for j in (9) under every parameter realization ξ P Ξ.

(ii) The vectors
 
βj,kj

(n2

j�1
form a partial order.

Then the corresponding instance of problem (1) satisfies assumption (B).

Note that in (i), the indices tkju
n2
j�1 of the dominant constraints may differ for each x P X .

Proof of Proposition 2. The constraint system (9) can be written as Apξqx�By ¥ gpξq by setting

ApξqJ �
�
A1pξq

J . . . An2pξq
J
�
P Rn1�

°n2
j�1 sj with Ajpξq

J �
�
�αj,1pξq . . . �αj,sj pξq

�
P Rn1�sj ,

BJ �
�
BJ

1 . . . BJ
n2

�
P Rn2�

°n2
j�1 sj with BJ

j �
�
ej � βj,1 . . . ej � βj,sj

�
P Rn2�sj ,

gpξqJ �
�
g1pξq

J . . . gn2pξq
J
�
P R1�

°n2
j�1 sj with gjpξq

J �
�
γj,1pξq . . . γj,sj pξq

�
P R1�sj .

Fix any x P X , and choose kj as stipulated in condition (i) of the statement. We set

I �
n2¤
j�1

#�
j�1̧

i�1

si

�
� kj

+
, implying that BI �

�
����

eJ1 � β
J
1,k1

...

eJn2
� βJn2,kn2

�
���� P Rn2�n2 .

The claim of the proposition holds if BI has a positive inverse and if

�
Apξqx�By ¥ gpξq ðñ AIpξqx�BIy ¥ gIpξq

�
@ξ P Ξ,
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that is, if

�
yj ¥ αjkpξq

Jx� βJjky � γjkpξq @j � 1, . . . , n2, @k � 1, . . . , sj
�

ðñ
�
yj ¥ αj,kj pξq

Jx� βJj,kjy � γj,kj pξq @j � 1, . . . , n2

�
@ξ P Ξ.

Note that the above equivalence immediately follows from condition (i) of the statement. We now

show that BI constitutes an M -matrix, which implies that it also has a positive inverse.

We claim that for any permutation matrix Π P Rn2�n2 , BI is an M -matrix if and only if

ΠBIΠJ is an M -matrix. Indeed, the row and column permutations conducted by Π and ΠJ,

respectively, ensure that the diagonal (off-diagonal) elements of BI remain diagonal (off-diagonal)

elements in ΠBIΠJ and vice versa, which implies that BI is an Z-matrix if and only if ΠBIΠJ

is an Z-matrix. Moreover, BI and ΠBIΠJ share the same eigenvalues as the matrices are similar,

which implies that BI is an M -matrix if and only if ΠBIΠJ is an M -matrix.

Define now the permutation matrix Π �
�
eπp1q . . . eπpn2q

�J
P Rn2�n2 , where π is the permuta-

tion that establishes the partial order in condition (ii) of the statement. We then have

ΠBIΠJ � Π

�
����

eJ1 � β
J
1,k1

...

eJn2
� βJn2,kn2

�
����ΠJ � Π

�
����

eJ1
...

eJn2

�
����ΠJ �Π

�
����
βJ1,k1

...

βJn2,kn2

�
����ΠJ � I�Π

�
����
βJ1,k1

...

βJn2,kn2

�
����ΠJ,

where ei is the i-th canonical basis vector in Rn2 and I is the identity matrix in Rn2�n2 , respectively.

Note that by definition of the permutation π in condition (ii) of the statement, the second matrix

on the right-hand side of the last identity is a non-negative upper triangular matrix with zeros on

the diagonal. Thus, ΠBIΠJ is a Z-matrix with ones on the diagonal. Since the eigenvalues of a

triangular matrix coincide with its diagonal elements, we conclude that all eigenvalues of ΠBIΠJ

are one, and thus ΠBIΠJ—and therefore BI—is an M -matrix, which concludes the proof.

Since βjk ¥ 0 for all j � 1, . . . , n2 and k � 1, . . . , sj , the structure of the constraint set (9)

in Proposition 2 implies that for each second-stage decision variable yj there are sj alternative

lower bounds. The first condition of Proposition 2 then guarantees that for each x P X , only

one lower bound matters for each second-stage decision variable yj , irrespective of the parameter

realization ξ P Ξ. In practice, this is achieved by a big-M formulation that de-activates all but

one of the constraints for each decision yj based on the value of the first-stage decision x. The
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second condition of Proposition 2, on the other hand, ensures that for each x P X , the dependence

structure between the second-stage decisions yj , as expressed by the vectors βj,kj of the weakly

dominant constraints, is acyclic. Thus, for a fixed first-stage decision x P X , the second-stage

decisions can be re-ordered in such a way that y1 only depends on the realization of ξ, y2 may

depend on both the realization of ξ and the value of y1, y3 may depend on ξ, y1 and y2, and so on.

Thus, for a fixed first-stage decision x P X , the determination of the point-wise optimal second-

stage decision y� becomes simple: After the aforementioned re-ordering of the indices, we can set

y�1pξq � α1,k1pξq
Jx � γ1,k1pξq, y

�
2pξq � α2,k2pξq

Jx � β2,k2,1y1 � γ2,k2pξq, and so on. Of course the

re-ordering will typically depend on the first-stage decision x P X , which is why the second-stage

decision y cannot easily be substituted out of the problem.

3 The K-Adaptability Problem

We now consider a generalization of the two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem (1)

where some of the second-stage decisions may be integer, subjected to a random recourse and/or

violate the assumptions (F), (D) and (B). We thus consider the problem

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx; ξ̃q

�
subject to x P X ,

(10a)

where the second-stage problem Qpx; ξq is now defined as

Qpx; ξq �

�
�������

minimize fpx,y, z; ξq

subject to Apξqx�Epξqz �By ¥ gpξq

Cpξqx� F pξqz �Dy ¤ hpξq

y P Rn2 , z P Zpxq

�
�������
. (10b)

Note that the new second-stage decisions z have a feasible region Zpxq that may be non-convex

and/or depend on the first-stage decisions x in a nonlinear fashion. Also, contrary to the matrices

B and D, the recourse matrices E and F for the decisions z may depend on the random problem

parameters ξ̃. We impose the assumptions (R) and (D) from the previous section as well as

(F’) For every x P X , z P Zpxq and ξ P Ξ, fpx, �, z; ξq is monotonically non-decreasing in y.

(A’) The technology matrices A, C, E, F and the right-hand sides g, h are affine functions of ξ.
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(B’) For every x P X and z P Zpxq, there is an index set of constraints I � t1, . . . ,m1u, |I| � n2,

such that BI is invertible with a positive inverse, as well as

�
Apξqx�Epξqz �By ¥ gpξq ðñ AIpξqx�EIpξqz �BIy ¥ gIpξq

�
@ξ P Ξ.

We emphasize that under the new set of assumptions, the second-stage decisions z only have to

satisfy the weaker conditions that have previously been imposed on the first-stage decisions x. In

particular, the objective function f may fail to be monotone in z, the recourse matrices E and F

associated with z may be random and contain arbitrary coefficients, and the existence of a positive

inverse is restricted to the coefficient matrix B of the second-stage decisions y.

Unfortunately, the assumptions (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’) are not sufficient to guarantee

that problem (10) is optimized by an affine decision rule y : Ξ
a
Ñ Rn2 as the next example shows.

Example 1. Consider the following instance of problem (10),

minimize EP

�
min

!
y � z : y ¥ z, z ¥ 1{2� ξ̃, y P R, z P R�

)�
,

which does not involve any first-stage decisions x, whose ambiguity set P � tPu is a singleton set

that contains the uniform distribution supported on r0, 1s, and that employs the expected value as

a risk measure. One readily verifies that this problem satisfies (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’), but

the unique optimal second-stage policy is given by y�pξq � z�pξq � maxt1{2� ξ, 0u.

We next consider the K-adaptability formulation associated with problem (10):

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx, tzkuk; ξ̃q

�
subject to x P X , zk P Zpxq, k � 1, . . . ,K,

(11a)

where tzkuk � tz1, . . . ,zKu and Qpx, tzkuk; ξq � mintQpx, zk; ξq : k � 1, . . . ,Ku with

Qpx, zk; ξq �

�
�������

minimize fpx,y, zk; ξq

subject to Apξqx�Epξqzk �By ¥ gpξq

Cpξqx� F pξqzk �Dy ¤ hpξq

y P Rn2

�
�������
. (11b)

Problem (11) determines K candidate first-stage decisions z1, . . . ,zK for the second-stage decision

z in problem (10) here-and-now and subsequently implements the best of these decisions once
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the value of ξ̃ has been observed. By construction, the K-adaptability problem (11) constitutes

a conservative approximation of the two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem (10).

For a detailed analysis of problem (11), we refer to Bertsimas and Caramanis (2010), Bertsimas

et al. (2011b), Hanasusanto et al. (2015, 2016) and Subramanyam et al. (2020).

We will now show that under the assumptions (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’), the optimal value

as well as the first-stage feasible region of problem (11) do not change if we restrict the second-stage

decision y to a collection of affine decision rules, that is, if we instead solve the single-stage problem

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx, tykpξ̃quk, tzkuk; ξ̃q

�
subject to x P X , yk : Ξ

a
Ñ Rn2 and zk P Zpxq, k � 1, . . . ,K,

(12a)

where Qpx, tykuk, tzkuk; ξq � mintQpx,yk, zk; ξq : k � 1, . . . ,Ku with

Qpx,yk, zk; ξq �

$''&
''%
fpx,yk, zk; ξq

if Apξqx�Epξqzk �Byk ¥ gpξq and

Cpξqx� F pξqzk �Dyk ¤ hpξq,

�8 otherwise.

(12b)

Problem (12) can be solved through iterative solution schemes, see Bertsimas and Caramanis (2010)

and Subramanyam et al. (2020).

Theorem 2. Under the assumptions (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’), the optimal value and the set

of feasible (optimal) first-stage decisions x in problems (11) and (12) coincide.

Proof. Since problem (12) constitutes a restriction of problem (11), it is infeasible whenever prob-

lem (11) is. In the remainder, we may thus assume that problem (11) is feasible. We show that for

every fixed first-stage decisions x P X and zk P Zpxq, k � 1, . . . ,K, we can construct a collection

of K affine decision rules y`k : Ξ
a
Ñ Rn, k � 1, . . . ,K, such that

sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx, tzkuk; ξ̃q

�
� sup

PPP
ρP

�
Qpx, ty`kpξ̃quk, tzkuk; ξ̃q

�
, (13)

where the cost functions on the left-hand side and right-hand side are defined in (11b) and (12b),

respectively. Equation (13) immediately implies the statement of the theorem.

To prove that (13) holds, we show that

Qpx, ty`kuk, tzkuk; ξq ¤ Qpx, tzkuk; ξq @ξ P Ξ (14)
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for the aforementioned set of affine decision rules ty`kuk. Note that the left-hand side of this

inequality refers to the objective of the second-stage problem of (12) whose recourse actions are

restricted to ty`kuk, whereas the right-hand side refers to the objective of the second-stage problem

of (11) under the optimal recourse actions. Thus, the inequality reverse to the one in (14) holds

by construction, and together with assumption (R), equation (14) then implies equation (13).

To see that equation (14) holds, note first that the assumptions (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’) allow

us to conclude that for each k � 1, . . . ,K, we have

Qpx,y`kpξq, zk; ξq ¤ Qpx, zk; ξq @ξ P Ξ (15)

for the affine decision rule y`k : Ξ
a
Ñ Rn2 defined via y`kpξq � B�1

I rgIpξq �AIpξqx�EIpξqzks.

The justification of equation (15) is the same as in the proof of Theorem 1 and is thus omitted.

Note that both sides of the inequality in (15) may evaluate to 8.

Fix any ξ P Ξ and assume that the right-hand side of equation (14) is attained by the constituent

function Qpx, zk; ξq, where k P t1, . . . ,Ku. In that case, equation (15) implies that

Qpx, ty`kuk, tzkuk; ξq ¤ Qpx,y`kpξq, zk; ξq ¤ Qpx, zk; ξq � Qpx, tzkuk; ξq.

Since the parameter selection ξ P Ξ was arbitrary, equation (14) and, a fortiori, the statement of

the theorem, follow. This concludes the proof.

In analogy to Proposition 1, we can show that the assumptions (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’)

are tight in the sense that if any of these assumptions is violated, then the statement of Theorem 2

ceases to hold in general even if all other assumptions are satisfied. Since the proof does not require

any new ideas over those in the proof of Proposition 1, we omit the details.

We illustrate the statement of Theorem 2 with an example.

Example 2. Consider the problem of minimizing EP
�
Qpξ̃q

�
, which has no first-stage decisions x,

whose ambiguity set P � tPu is a singleton set that contains the uniform distribution supported on

r0, 1s2 and whose risk measure is the expected value. The second-stage problem Qpξq is given as

Qpξq �

�
����������

minimize y1 � y2 � y3 � 5z

subject to y1 � z ¥ ξ1 � ξ2

y2 � z ¥ ξ1 � ξ2

y3 � z ¥ ξ2 � ξ1

y1 ¤ 1, y2, y3 ¤ 0, z P r0, 1s

�
����������
,
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Figure 2. Objective values corresponding to the optimal second-stage policy and the

optimal affine decision rules for K � 1, . . . , 4 pre-selected candidate decisions tzku
K
k�1.

Different colors correspond to realizations of ξ where a different affine policy is optimal.

and thus the instance satisfies the assumptions (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’). Figure 2 illustrates

the optimal value of the second-stage problem Qpξq as well as the optimal value of the K-adaptability

problem Qptykuk, tzkuk; ξq for K � 1, . . . , 4, where tykuk and tzkuk are chosen optimally.

We close this section with two immediate consequences of Theorem 2.

Remark 5 (Optimality of the K-Adaptability Problem). Assume that |
�
xPX Zpxq|   8, which

holds, for example, if both x and z are discrete decision vectors that are restricted to bounded sets.

In that case, Theorem 2 implies that the K-adaptability problem (12) recovers an optimal solution

to the original two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem (10) for sufficiently large K,

given that the assumptions (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’) are satisfied. To our best knowledge,

this is the first optimality result for instances of the K-adaptability problem where the second-stage

variables are not exclusively discrete.

Remark 6 (Suboptimality of Affine Decision Rules in Problem (1)). Consider an instance of the

two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem (1) from Section 2 where the second-stage

decisions can be decomposed into vectors y and z such that the weaker set of assumptions (R),

(F’), (A’), (D) and (B’) is satisfied. We can then interpret the affine decision rule problem (2) as

a 1-adaptability approximation to problem (1) where the candidate decision z1 is an affine decision

rule whose dependence on ξ is absorbed in the recourse matrices E and F . Theorem 2 then implies

that for the fixed first-stage decision x and the fixed affine decision rule z1, the affine decision rule

y is optimal. In other words, if an instance of the two-stage distributionally robust optimization

problem (1) from Section 2 satisfies the weaker assumptions (R), (F’), (A’), (D) and (B’) under
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which affine decision rules are not optimal, then the suboptimality is solely caused by the affine

decision rule z1, whereas the affine decision rule y is optimal. This opens room for tailored solution

approaches that directly address the suboptimality of z1.

4 Applications

We next apply our theory from Sections 2 and 3 to different domains. The dual purpose of this

section is to demonstrate the breadth of applications that are amenable to our optimality results

as well as highlight different technical aspects of our earlier findings.

Section 4.1 demonstrates how our optimality results encompass and extend previously developed

results about the optimality of affine decision rules in vehicle routing problems. Section 4.2 shows

how a supply chain management problem that is by itself not amenable to our optimality results can

be solved optimally in affine decision rules by imposing an additional assumption on the distribution

network. Section 4.3 illustrates the versatility of the objective functions that are supported by our

optimality result in the context of a healthcare scheduling problem. Section 4.4 applies Remark 3

on second-stage equality constraints to inventory management problems. Section 4.5 discusses a

production planning problem where affine decision rules are optimal despite the potential presence

of multiple cycles in the production graph. Section 4.6, finally, exploits the structure inherent in

two-stage robust optimization problems so that our optimality results impose conditions on the

geometry of the uncertainty set, as opposed to the structure of the second-stage constraints.

For ease of exposition, we do not always convert the problem formulations into the standard form

of problem (1) in this section. However, constraints belonging to the first set in (1b), Apξqx�By ¥

gpξq, will always be written as greater or equal constraints, while constraints of the second set

in (1b), Cpξqx�Dy ¤ hpξq, will always be formulated as less or equal constraints.

4.1 Logistics

Consider a complete, directed graph G � pV,Aq whose nodes V � t0, 1, . . . , nu represent a unique

depot i � 0 and geographically dispersed customers i P VC � t1, . . . , nu with uncertain demands ξ̃i

for a single good that are governed by some probability distribution P P P. We assume that Ξ � Rn�,

that is, the customer demands are non-negative, and P
�
ξ̃j ¡ 0

�
¡ 0 for all j P VC and P P P, that is,

no customer demand vanishes P-almost surely under any P P P. A company has at its disposal m
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homogeneous vehicles of capacity Q that can traverse the arcs pi, jq P A � tpi, jq P V � V : i � ju

at transportation costs cij P R�. The company wishes to determine a route for each vehicle so that

all customer demands are satisfied without split deliveries (i.e., each customer is served by exactly

one vehicle) at minimum transportation cost. The deterministic version of this problem is known

as the capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP), and it has been studied intensively ever since

its inception in the 1950s (Dantzig and Ramser, 1959).

We can formulate the problem as the two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx; ξ̃q

�

subject to
¸
iPV

xij �
¸
iPV

xji �

$'&
'%
m if j � 0,

1 otherwise

@j P V

xij P t0, 1u, pi, jq P A,

(16a)

where the decision variable xij indicates whether one of the vehicles traverses the arc pi, jq P A,

and where the constraint ensures that each vehicle leaves and enters the depot node, whereas each

customer node is visited (and subsequently left) by exactly one vehicle. For each first-stage decision

x and for each realization ξ of the customer demands, the second-stage problem is defined as

Qpx; ξq �

�
���������

minimize
¸

pi,jqPA

cijxij

subject to yj �Mp1� xijq ¥ yi � ξj @j P VC , @i P V, i � j

yj ¤ Q @j P VC

yj P R�, j P V

�
���������
, (16b)

where M is a sufficiently large positive constant so that the first constraint is redundant whenever

xij � 0 (our subsequent discussion will reveal that M � Q is sufficient). The objective function

minimizes the overall transportation costs. The constraints ensure that for each customer j P VC ,

the decision variable yj is at least as large as the cumulative customer demands served by the

vehicle that visits customer j, immediately after it has left customer j. Since P
�
ξ̃j ¡ 0

�
¡ 0 for all

j P VC and P P P, the second-stage constraints ensure that no vehicle can return to a previously

visited customer, that is, they eliminate subtours that do not involve the depot node. Since each

yj , j P VC , is also bounded from above by Q, the constraints further ensure that the vehicles’

capacities are obeyed. Problem (16) follows the idea of the Miller-Tucker-Zemlin formulation that

has first been proposed for the deterministic CVRP by Kulkarni and Bhave (1985).
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We now argue that problem (16) is optimized by affine decision rules. Indeed, one readily verifies

that the second-stage problem (16b) satisfies the assumptions (F), (A) and (D) of Section 2. To

see that assumption (B) is satisfied as well, we show that the conditions of Proposition 2 are met.

Observation 1. The second-stage problem (16b) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.

Proof. The first condition of Proposition 2 is trivially satisfied for y0, which is only restricted by

the lower bound y0 ¥ 0. Consider now any other decision yj , j P VC , and let p P V be the unique

node that satisfies xpj � 1. In that case, the constraint yj ¥ yp� ξj �Mp1�xpjq weakly dominates

the other lower bounds on yj since xij � 0 for all i P V ztp, ju while xpj � 1, and the non-negativity

of y and ξ implies that the right-hand side yp � ξj �Mp1� xpjq of this inequality is non-negative.

In view of the second condition of Proposition 2, we note that the arcs pp, jq P A satisfying xpj �

1 induce a partition of the customer set VC into m routes Rk � pRk,0, Rk,1, . . . , Rk,nk
, Rk,nk�1q, k �

1, . . . ,m, satisfying Rk,0 � Rk,nk�1 � 0 and Rk,l P VC , l � 1, . . . , nk, such that xpj � 1 if and only

if p � Rk,l and j � Rk,l�1 for some k P t1, . . . ,mu and l P t0, . . . , nku, and this partition is unique

up to a reordering of the routes. Thus, each weakly dominant constraint yj ¥ yp� ξj �Mp1� xpjq

from the previous paragraph links two nodes p and j satisfying p � Rk,l and j � Rk,l�1 for some

k P t1, . . . ,mu and l P t0, . . . , nk � 1u. In this case, the permutation πp0q � 0 and

πpRk,lq �

�
k�1̧

κ�1

nκ

�
� l @k � 1, . . . ,m, @l � 1, . . . , nk,

which enumerates the customers j P VC in order of ascending vehicle indices k and in order of their

position within the k-th route, certifies that the right-hand side coefficient vectors βjp � ep of the

weakly dominant lower bounds yj ¥ yp � ξj � Mp1 � xpjq form a partial order. Here, ep denotes

the p-th canonical basis vector in Rn.

Note that the objective function fpx; ξq �
°

pi,jqPA cijxij in (16b) involves neither the second-

stage decisions y nor the uncertain parameters ξ. As a result, the feasible region and optimal

value of problem (16) do not depend on the risk measure ρP as long as supPPP ρP
�
Qpx; ξ̃q

�
� 8

whenever Qpx; ξq � 8 for some ξ P Ξ, which in turn is typically required to derive a tractable

reformulation for the problem (cf. Remark 4). The choice of the risk measure becomes important,

however, once the objective function in (16b) balances the weight across the vehicles by accounting

for the maximum vehicle load max tyj : j P VCu. Since assumption (F) continues to be satisfied,

affine decision rules remain optimal as long as the employed risk measure satisfies (R).
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The optimality of affine decision rules is not restricted to the two-stage Miller-Tucker-Zemlin

formulation (16). In fact, arguments similar to those in the proof of Observation 1 show that affine

decision rules are also optimal in the two-stage 1-commodity (Gouveia, 1995) and 2-commodity

(Baldacci et al., 2004) flow formulations. Moreover, affine decision rules are optimal in two-stage

capacitated arc routing problems, where the distribution or collection of goods appear on the arcs of

the network (Golden and Wong, 1981), and they remain optimal in two-stage capacitated location

routing problems (Contardo et al., 2013), which simultaneously optimize over depot locations and

delivery routes. In all of these problems, our results from Section 3 allow us to postpone some

or all of the routing decisions to the second stage (after the demand has been observed). While

the postponed routing decisions will be suboptimal (unless K is chosen large enough), the affine

decision rules for y will remain optimal in the emerging K-adaptability formulations.

Remark 7 (Bibliographical Notes). The optimality of affine decision rules in the Miller-Tucker

Zemlin and the commodity flow formulations has first been shown by Gounaris et al. (2013) through

intricate ad hoc arguments in the context of the two-stage robust CVRP. To our best knowledge,

the optimality in the problem variant that balances the vehicles’ loads, the optimality in two-stage

capacitated arc routing and location routing problems as well as the optimality in K-adaptability

formulations has not been discussed in the literature.

4.2 Supply Chain Management

We next study a multi-echelon supply chain design problem faced by a company that sells multiple

goods g P G � t1, . . . , Gu. Let N � t1, . . . , Nu be a set of nodes, where each node i P N corresponds

to a location with a distribution center that faces an uncertain demand ξ̃gi for every good g P G.

The company wishes to build one specialized production facility for each good as well as up to W

warehouses. Each warehouse can carry a combination of goods as long as their combined storage

requirements, computed from the per-unit sizes sg for each good g, do not exceed the warehouse

capacity S. Each good is transported either directly from its production facility to a distribution

center, or it is transported indirectly via one or multiple warehouses. The per-unit transportation

costs from location i to location j for good g amount to cgij for transshipments between factories

and warehouses and to dgij ¡ cgij for transshipments to distribution centers, thus reflecting different

modes of transportation. Note that we do not require the transportation costs to satisfy the triangle
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inequality, which implies that an optimal solution may ship goods between multiple warehouses

before they reach a distribution center. The company wishes to determine the distribution network

upfront, that is, before the demands are known, whereas the actual transshipment quantities can be

selected once the demands have been observed. The objective is to serve all demands at minimum

overall transportation costs.

We can formulate the problem as the two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx,y, z,w; ξ̃q

�
subject to

¸
iPN

xgi � 1 @g P G
¸
iPN

yi ¤W

¸
iPN

zgij ¤ 1 @g P G, @j P N
¸
iPN

wgij � 1 @g P G, @j P N

zgii � 0 @g P G, @i P N

x P t0, 1uGN , y P t0, 1uN , z P t0, 1uGN
2
w P t0, 1uGN

2
,

(17a)

where the decisions xgi and yi determine whether a production facility for good g P G or a warehouse

should be erected at node i P N , respectively, the decisions zgij record whether the link pi, jq P

N �N is part of the distribution network for good g P G, and wgij decides whether the distribution

center j P N receives its stock of good g P G from a production facility or warehouse located at node

i P N . The first constraint ensures that exactly one production facility is built for each product, and

the second constraint allows for up to W warehouses to be erected. The third constraint stipulates

that the distribution network zg � pzgijqi,j for each good g P G is a tree, that is, it precludes

networks where a warehouse receives the same product from multiple sources. This is not a business

requirement, but it will turn out to be crucial for the optimality of affine decision rules. The

fourth constraint matches each distribution center to a single production facility or warehouse.

The second-stage costs Qpx,y, z,w; ξq of our supply chain management problem can be cast
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as the optimal value of the following second-stage problem.

minimize
¸
gPG

¸
i,jPN

rcgijfgij � dgijφgijs

subject to M � xgj �
¸
iPN

fgij ¥
¸
iPN

fgji �
¸
iPN

φgji @g P G, @j P N
¸
gPG

¸
iPN

sgfgij ¤ S � yj @j P N

¸
iPN

φgij ¥ ξgj @g P G, @j P N

fgij ¤ M � zgij , φgij ¤ M � wgij @g P G, @i, j P N

fgij , φgij P R�, g P G and i, j P N .

(17b)

In this problem, the decision variables fgij and φgij record the internal (i.e., between production

facilities and warehouses) and external (i.e., from warehouses and production facilities to distri-

bution centers) transshipments of product g P G across the locations i, j P N , respectively. The

objective function minimizes the overall transportation costs. The constraints, from top to bottom,

ensure that product flows are conserved across the nodes, the warehouse capacities are obeyed, the

customer demands are satisfied and the transshipments are limited to the distribution network z

and the matching w selected in the first stage.

Observation 2. Problem (17) is optimally solved in affine decision rules if (R) is satisfied.

Proof. We proceed in three steps. The first two steps develop equivalent reformulations for the

first and the third constraint in (17b), which by themselves do not satisfy assumption (B) from

Section 2. The third step employs Proposition 2 to prove the statement of the observation.

In view of the first step, we claim that for each g P G and j P N , the first constraint in (17b) is

equivalent to the following set of constraints, one for each nodal subset T � N :$''&
''%

xgj � 0^ zgji � 1 @i P T ^ zglj � 1 ùñ fglj ¥
¸
iPT

fgji �
¸
iPN

φgji @l P N

xgj � 0^ zgji � 1 @i P T ^ zgij � 0 @i P N ùñ 0 ¥
¸
iPT

fgji �
¸
iPN

φgji
(18)

Indeed, fix any first-stage decision px,y, z,wq and any uncertainty realization ξ P Ξ. We claim

that any second-stage decision pf ,φq satisfying the fourth and fifth constraint of (17b) satisfies the

first constraint of (17b) if and only if it satisfies (18) for all T � N . To this end, assume first that°
iPN zgij � 1. In that case, the first constraint in (17b) simplifies to

M � xgj � fglj ¥
¸
iPT

fgji �
¸
iPN

φgji
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for the unique l P N satisfying zglj � 1 and T � ti P N : zgji � 1u, which one readily recognizes

to be equivalent to the weakly dominant constraint in (18). Assume next that
°
iPN zgij � 0;

according to the third constraint in (17a), this is the only alternative case to consider. In that case,

the first constraint in (17b) simplifies to

M � xgj ¥
¸
iPT

fgji �
¸
iPN

φgji

for T � ti P N : zgji � 1u, which again coincides with the weakly dominant constraint in (18). Note

that (18) can be readily linearized by adding the expressions M � pxgj � |T | �
°
iPT zgji � 1� zgljq

and M � pxgj � |T | �
°
iPT zgji �

°
iPN zgijq to the constraint left-hand sides, respectively.

As for the second step, a similar argument as in the previous paragraph shows that for each

g P G and j P N , the third constraint in (17b) is equivalent to the constraint set

M � p1� wgijq � φgij ¥ ξgj @i P N ; (19)

we omit the details of this step for the sake of brevity.

So far, we have shown that the objective function, the decision variables as well as the feasible

region of problem (17b) remain unchanged for all feasible first-stage decisions as well as all uncer-

tainty realizations if we replace the first and third constraint in (17b) by (18) and (19), respectively.

Thus, affine decision rules are optimal in the original problem (17b) if and only if they are optimal

in the reformulated problem with constraints (18) and (19). Moreover, the reformulated problem

clearly satisfies the assumptions (F), (A) and (D). To conclude Step 3 of the proof, we make use

of Proposition 2 to show that assumption (B) is satisfied as well.

In view of condition (i) of Proposition 2, consider first the second-stage decision fglj , g P G

and l, j P N with l � j. If zglj � 0 or xgj � 1, the non-negativity constraint fglj ¥ 0 is weakly

dominant. If zglj � 1 and xgj � 0, on the other hand, then the first constraint in (18) with

T � ti P N : zgji � 1u weakly dominates all other constraints of (18) as well as the non-negativity

constraint. Similar arguments apply to fgjj , g P G and j P N , as well as φgij , g P G and i, j P N .

In view of condition (ii) of Proposition 2, recall that (17a) imposes a tree structure on the

distribution network zg � pzgijqi,j for each good g P G, and that the matching wg � pwgijqi,j

assigns each distribution center j P N to a single node of zg. Since every tree imposes a partial

order, we can determine a permutation of the variables fgij and φgij , i, j P N , such that each

weakly dominant constraint from the previous paragraph has a left-hand side variable whose order
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is higher than the order of all right-hand side variables. This implies that the right-hand side

coefficient vectors of these constraints form a partial order, which completes the proof.

One can readily adapt the proof of Observation 2 to confirm the optimality of affine decision

rules in several variants of the problem, such as instances where factories and warehouses incur

location-dependent construction costs, where factories can produce multiple products (possibly

with a penalty for diversification) or where the warehouse capacities are decision variables (which

incur costs in the objective function).

We emphasize that the product-wise tree structure of the distribution network, which we im-

posed in addition to the original business requirements, is crucial to ensure the optimality of affine

decision rules in Observation 2. A similar approach of imposing additional structure onto a prob-

lem (such as separate distribution channels for different products or acyclicity) may prove useful

to obtain optimality guarantees for affine decision rules in other application domains as well.

Remark 8 (Bibliographical Notes). A rich body of literature is devoted to two-stage robust network

design problems where the decision maker selects arc capacities in the first stage, then observes the

uncertain supplies and demands and finally responds with flows that balance the network. The

problem is typically solved by projecting the feasible region onto the first-stage variables through

an iterative cut separation, which obviates the need to explicitly model the second-stage decisions.

Minoux (2010) proves the NP-hardness of this problem as well as its separation problem. Cacchiani

et al. (2016) solve the problem exactly via a branch-and-cut algorithm. Atamtürk and Zhang (2007),

Ordóñez and Zhao (2007) and Minoux (2010) prove polynomial solvability of specific instances,

such as those whose graphs contain a single supply-demand pair, admit a total order or form an

arborescence, and those whose uncertainty sets have polynomially many extreme points or constitute

hyperrectangles. Babonneau et al. (2013), Poss and Raack (2013), Poss (2014) and Mattia and Poss

(2018) solve the problem suboptimally in affine decision rules and alternative policy classes.

Suboptimal affine decision rules have also been applied to an emergency response and evacuation

traffic flow problem by Ben-Tal et al. (2011) and to a lot sizing problem as well as a facility location

problem on a bipartite graph by Bertsimas and de Ruiter (2016), respectively.
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4.3 Accident & Emergency Scheduling

Medical appointment scheduling has a rich history in operations research (Cayirli and Veral, 2003;

Gupta and Denton, 2008). To account for the uncertainty inherent in the appointment durations, a

number of distributionally robust optimization formulations have been developed recently. Under

the assumption that only the means and the covariances of the appointment durations are known,

Kong et al. (2013) derive a co-positive program that minimizes the worst-case expected waiting and

overtime costs, and they show that this problem admits a tractable relaxation as a semi-definite

program. If only some marginal moments of the appointment durations are known, Mak et al. (2015)

solve the same problem exactly by means of a conic program. Bertsimas et al. (2019) employ lifted

affine decision rules to conservatively minimize the worst-case expected waiting and overtime costs

over all duration distributions with known marginal first and second moments. Accounting for all

duration distributions with known partial cross-moments, Zhen et al. (2018) develop an alternative

conservative approximation that combines a partially executed Fourier-Motzkin elimination with

affine decision rules. Extensions to Wasserstein ambiguity sets and to the no-show behavior of

patients have been reported by Jiang et al. (2019) and Kong et al. (2020).

Here, we consider a patient scheduling problem faced by an accident & emergency (A&E)

department. At the beginning of a shift, n patients in need of acute care arrive without prior

appointments. Although an initial screening is performed immediately upon arrival, the broad range

of illnesses and injuries implies that the estimated treatment times are subject to high uncertainty.

Moreover, some patients might arrive in life threatening conditions and must thus be prioritized.

The goal is to determine an order in which the patients are seen so that the overall health outcome

is maximized. Note that in practice, not all patients arrive at the same time. In this case, the

problem described here can be resolved (with updated waiting times for those patients that are

already present) every time a new patient arrives, or after a batch of new patients has arrived.

We formulate the problem as the two-stage distributionally robust optimization problem

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx; ξ̃q

�
subject to

¸
i�j

xij ¤ 1,
¸
i�j

xji ¤ 1 @j � 1, . . . , n

ņ

i�1

¸
j�i

xij � n� 1

xij P t0, 1u, i, j � 1, . . . , n and i � j,

(20a)
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where the decision variable xij indicates whether patient j is seen immediately after patient i.

The first constraint set ensures that each patient is preceded and succeeded by at most one other

patient, and the second constraint ensures that all patients form a single ordered sequence. For

each first-stage scheduling decision x and for each realization ξ of the patients’ treatment times,

the second-stage problem can be formulated as follows.

Qpx; ξq �

�
����

minimize fpgpyqq

subject to yj �Mp1� xijq ¥ yi � ξi @i, j � 1, . . . , n with i � j

y P Rn�

�
���� (20b)

Here, M is a positive constant that is sufficiently large so as to make the first constraint redun-

dant whenever xij � 0 (the essential supremum of the sum of all treatment times is sufficient).

The constraints ensure that each yj weakly exceeds the earliest possible start time of patient j.

The constraints of our A&E scheduling problem are structurally similar to those of the logistics

problem (16) studied in Section 4.1, and thus the next result is stated without formal proof.

Observation 3. Problem (20b) is solved in affine decision rules if (F) and (R) hold.

The second-stage objective function is composed of two functions. The inner function g : Rn� Ñ

Rn maps the patients’ waiting times to their health outcomes. We assume that g is component-wise

non-decreasing, that is, longer waiting times correspond to worse health outcomes. In particular,

a patient j P t1, . . . , nu in need of immediate attention is represented by a quickly increasing

component function gj , whereas the component functions of patients with mild conditions will

increase less rapidly. The outer function f : Rn Ñ R aggregates the n individual health outcomes

g1pyq, . . . , gnpyq to an overall health outcome. We list some possible choices for this function.

(i) Sum of all health outcomes: f1pqq � eJq. Since f1 and g are monotonically non-

decreasing and monotonicity is preserved under compositions, the objective function f1pgpyqq

satisfies condition (F). For the special case where g is affine, the ambiguity set P is a singleton

and the risk measure is the expectation, the ‘weighted shortest expected processing time first’

rule optimizes problem (20), see Theorem 10.1.1 of Pinedo (2012).

(ii) Sum of the K worst health outcomes: f2pqq �
°K
k�1 qrks, where qrks is the k-th largest

component of q (with ties broken arbitrarily). A similar argument as in (i) shows that
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f2pgpyqq satisfies condition (F). Note that f2 has the piecewise affine representation

f2pqq � max

#
Ķ

k�1

qik : 1 ¤ i1   i2   . . .   iK ¤ n

+

that consists of
�
n
K

�
affine pieces. Despite this large number, the affine decision rule formu-

lation of problem (20) with objective function f2pgpyqq can often be solved efficiently via

iterative solution schemes that only consider the relevant pieces of f2, see Remark 4. Note

also that the function f1 from (i) is a special case of the function f2 where K � n.

(iii) Rank-weighted sum of all health outcomes: f3pqq �
°n
k�1wk � qrks, where the weights

satisfy w1 ¥ w2 ¥ . . . ¥ wn ¥ 0 and the notation qrks coincides with that of (ii). One readily

verifies that the function f3pgpyqq satisfies condition (F). Moreover, f3 can be represented as

f3pqq � max

#
ņ

k�1

wk � qik : 1 ¤ i1 � i2 � . . . � in ¤ n

+
,

which consists of n! affine pieces. As before, the corresponding affine decision rule formulation

of problem (20) can be solved iteratively. Note also that the function f2 from (ii) is a special

case of the function f3 where w1 � . . . � wK � 1 and wK�1 � . . . � wn � 0.

We can envision several variants of problem (20) where affine decision rules remain optimal. For

example, one could consider different treatment options that can be selected subject to resource

constraints and that lead to different treatment times and/or health outcomes. The treatment

options could be selected either here-and-now or, by utilizing a K-adaptability formulation, wait-

and-see once the patient is seen by a doctor. Likewise, we can generalize problem (20) to multiple

patient queues that are seen by different doctors (possibly restricted by additional matching con-

straints), where the assignment to a doctor can again impact the treatment time and/or health

outcome, and where the schedule is additionally restricted by shift and break constraints.

4.4 Inventory Management

Inventory management has been among the first modern applications of affine decision rules. Con-

servative approximations of multi-stage stochastic and robust inventory management problems with

affine, quadratic and cubic decision rules have been reported, among others, by Ben-Tal et al. (2004,

2005), Bertsimas et al. (2011c) and Kuhn et al. (2011). An exact Benders’ decomposition scheme
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for the multi-stage robust inventory management problem, which can be interpreted as modelling

certain adjustable decisions via piecewise affine decision rules, has been developed by Bienstock and

Özbay (2008). To our best knowledge, Bertsimas et al. (2010) were the first to prove that affine

decision rules are in fact optimal in a multi-stage single product inventory management problem

with ordering, inventory holding and backlogging costs when robust decisions are sought in view of

period-wise uncertain customer demands that are only known to be contained in stage-wise rect-

angular interval uncertainty sets. The result has later been extended to two-echelon supply chains

with inventory capacity investments and demand uncertainty sets whose corner points form subsets

of the extreme points of the r0, 1s-hypercube by Iancu et al. (2013). In the following, we complement

those findings by showing that affine decisions rules are also optimal in a two-stage distribution-

ally robust inventory management problem with multiple products whose uncertain demands are

supported on arbitrary polyhedra and where a here-and-now base stock policy is sought.

The first stage of our inventory management problem reads as follows.

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx,p; ξ̃q

�

subject to
Ţ

t�1

xt ¤ B

pti ¤ Mxt @t � 1, . . . , T, @i � 1, . . . , I

x P t0, 1uT , p P RT�N�

(21a)

Here, M is a sufficiently large number (such as the essential supremum of the sum of all demands).

In (21a), the binary decision variables xt select up to B ordering periods. In each period t � 1, . . . , T

with xt � 1, where T P N denotes the finite time horizon of our problem, the company orders up

to pti units of each product i � 1, . . . , N . Upon observing the demands ξti for all products across

all periods, the company solves the second-stage problem

Qpx,p; ξq �

�
�������������

minimize
Ţ

t�1

Ņ

i�1

htiIti

subject to It�1,i �

$'&
'%
Iti � ξti if xt � 0

pti � ξti if xt � 1

@t � 1, . . . , T ,

@i � 1, . . . , N

I1i � I0
i @i � 1, . . . , N

I P RpT�1q�N
�

�
�������������
, (21b)

where the decision variables Iti record the inventory levels for each product i across all time periods
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t. The objective function minimizes the inventory holding costs across all products. From top

to bottom, the constraints enforce the inventory evolution across subsequent time periods, the

initial inventory levels I0
i as well as the non-negativity of the inventories. The inventory evolution

constraints replenish the product inventories up to the levels pti in the ordering periods t satisfying

xt � 1. While we have formulated this constraint as a logical constraint to ease exposition, it is

straightforward to re-express it by a set of linear equality constraints using a big-M formulation.

Note that we do not exclude the case where pti   Iti for some realizations of ξti, that is, where the

inventory is actually depleted rather than replenished. The non-negativity of the inventory levels

It�1,i in the artificial time period T � 1 ensures that the demands ξT i of period T are fully served.

Due to the presence of the first-stage timing decisions x in the inventory evolution constraints, it

appears difficult to reformulate problem (21) as a single-stage distributionally robust optimization

problem of compact size. Nevertheless, we now show that (21) is solved by affine decision rules.

Observation 4. The second-stage problem (21b) satisfies the conditions (A) and (D) of Theorem 1

as well as the conditions (F’) and (B’) of Remark 3.

Proof. Define τ�ptq � maxtτ � 1, . . . , t � 1 : xτ � 1u as the last ordering period before period t,

and set τ�ptq � �8 if there is no ordering period before t. The only candidate decision I satisfying

the first constraint of (21b) is then defined via

Itipξq �

$''''&
''''%
pτ�ptq,i �

t�1̧

τ�τ�ptq

ξτi if τ�ptq � �8,

I0
i �

t�1̧

τ�1

ξτi if τ�ptq � �8,

@t � 1, . . . , T � 1, @i � 1, . . . , N,

which is evidently affine in ξ. Note that this decision is infeasible if it violates the non-negativity

constraints. The assumptions (A), (D), (F’) and (B’) are then trivially satisfied since problem (21b)

contains no second-stage decisions y other than the inventory decisions I.

Since the second stage of our inventory problem has a feasible region with at most one solution

for every first-stage decision px,pq and each demand realization ξ P Ξ, the choice of the risk measure

ρP has no impact on the optimality of affine decision rules. Condition (R) must be satisfied, however,

once we add second-stage decisions that are not uniquely determined by the constraints.

The inventory management problem discussed in this section can be extended in various direc-

tions. For example, the first-stage problem (21a) can be modified to account for minimum time
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gaps between successive ordering periods, time-dependent lower and upper bounds on the order

up-to levels pti or restrictions on the number of different products that can be ordered in each

ordering period. The second-stage problem (21b), on the other hand, can be modified to account

for time-dependent lower and upper bounds on the inventory levels of individual items or subsets

of items, they can accommodate ramping constraints for the inventory evolution that disallow large

variations across subsequent time periods, or they can relate the inventory levels to the demands

(e.g., the demand in each period must not exceed 50% of the available inventory). A less immediate

extension allows for backlogging by removing the non-negativity constraints on Iti and amending

the second-stage objective function (21b) with the expression

Ţ

t�1

Ņ

i�1

pbti � htiq �maxt�Iti, 0u,

where bti accounts for the per-unit backlogging costs of product i in time period t. Similar arguments

as in the proof of Observation 4 show that the emerging problem variant continues to be solved

by affine decision rules. Likewise, the inventory problem of this section can be combined with

aspects of the supply chain management problem of Section 4.2 so that the second stage contains

both inventory decisions that are uniquely defined by equality constraints as well as transshipment

decisions that are restricted (but not uniquely determined) by inequality constraints involving

the inventory decisions. Finally, we can develop K-adaptability formulations which model the

base stock decisions pti, t � 2, . . . , T , in (21a) as second-stage decisions that are taken after the

demands have been observed. Note that in this case, the principle of non-anticipativity is violated

since the decisions pti at time t � 2, . . . , T � 1 are taken under the knowledge of the demands

ξτi of future time periods τ ¡ t. In practice, this issue can be alleviated by a rolling horizon

implementation that resolves the problem with updated information after the (non-anticipative,

and hence implementable) first-stage decisions have been taken.

4.5 Flexible Production Planning

We study the production planning problem faced by a manufacturer who produces multiple products

that are related through a configurable multi-level bill of materials (Balakrishnan and Geunes,

2000; Lamothe et al., 2006). To this end, we denote by E the set of considered entities (such as raw

materials, intermediate parts or end products). For each entity e P E , the manufacturer can choose
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exactly one configuration c P Ce, which is characterized by a resource function rp�, e, cq : E Ñ R�

describing the quantity rpe1, e, cq of each entity e1 P E that is required to produce one unit of entity

e, as well as a price ppe, cq P R� that describes the per-unit cost of implementing the configuration.

In particular, a configuration c P Ce satisfying rpe1, e, cq � 0 for all e1 P E and ppe, cq ¡ 0 represents

the external purchase of an entity and thus models a make-or-buy decision. For each entity e P E ,

we define the set of immediate ancestors as Ae � ta P E : rpe, a, cq ¡ 0 for some c P Cau. We

require that for each configuration tceuePE , the directed production graph with nodes E and arcs

tpe, aq P E � E : rpe, a, caq ¡ 0u is acyclic (but—in contrast to our supply chain management

problem from Section 4.2—not necessarily a tree).

The manufacturer wishes to serve the uncertain demands ξ̃e for the entities e P E , which are

assumed to be non-negative, at lowest overall costs, and she thus solves the following problem:

minimize sup
PPP

ρP

�
Qpx; ξ̃q

�
subject to

¸
cPCe

xec � 1 @e P E

xec P t0, 1u @e P E , @c P Ce

(22a)

Here, the decision xec determines whether or not to choose configuration c P Ce for entity e P E ,

and the second-stage costs Qpx; ξq coincide with the optimal value of the second-stage problem

minimize
¸
ePE

¸
cPCe

ppe, cq � xec � ye

subject to ye �M
¸
aPAe

p1� xa,caq ¥ ξe �
¸
aPAe

rpe, a, caq � ya @e P E , @c P
¡
aPAe

Ca

ye ¥ ξe @e P E : Ae � H

ye P R, e P E ,

(22b)

where the decision ye determines the quantity of entity e P E to produce or procure. The objective

function of (22b) minimizes the overall production costs. The first constraint ensures that the

quantities ye of all non-root entities e P E are sufficient to serve both the direct demands as well as

the input requirements of all immediate ancestors a P Ae, while the second constraint ensures that

the quantities ye of all root entities are sufficient to serve the direct demands. Although the first

constraint group comprises
±
aPAe

|Ca| different constraints for each entity e P E , only the constraint

whose configuration vector c satisfies xa,ca � 1 for all a P Ae will be active. Note that for each

entity e P E , the number of constraints is combinatorial in the number of immediate but not in the
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number of transitive ancestors of each entity. Thus, the size of the formulation remains moderate

as long as the number of immediate ancestors is small for every entity (in a tree, for example, each

entity has at most one immediate ancestor). Note also that the non-negativity of y is enforced

implicitly through the non-negativity of the demands ξ̃e and the production requirements r.

We now argue that problem (22) is solved by affine decision rules. Indeed, one readily verifies

that the assumptions (F), (A) and (D) of Section 2 are satisfied. To see that assumption (B) is

satisfied as well, we make use of Proposition 2.

Observation 5. The second-stage problem (22b) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.

Proof. We first show that condition (i) of Proposition 2 is satisfied. To this end, fix any entity

e P E . Condition (i) is trivially satisfied if Ae � H. Assume next that Ae � H, and fix the

configuration vector c P
�

aPAe
Ca satisfying xa,ca � 1 for all a P Ae. This vector c is guaranteed

to exist by the constraint of the first-stage problem (22a). The constraint

ye �M
¸
aPAe

p1� xa,caq ¥ ξe �
¸
aPAe

rpe, a, caq � ya

then weakly dominates all other lower bounds on ye imposed by configuration vectors c1 P
�

aPAe
Ca

since for each of them, at least one of the binary variables xa,c1a , a P Ae, must evaluate to zero,

again due to the constraint of the first-stage problem (22a).

In view of the second condition of Proposition 2, we recall that for a fixed configuration tceuePE ,

the graph with nodes E and arcs tpe, aq P E �E : rpe, a, caq ¡ 0u is acyclic. Since a directed acyclic

graph admits a topological ordering, there is a permutation π : E Ñ E such that πpaq   πpeq for

all e, a P E satisfying rpe, a, caq ¡ 0. Hence, each weakly dominant constraint

ye ¥ ξe �
¸
aPAe

rpe, a, caq � ya �M
¸
aPAe

p1� xa,caq

corresponding to an entity e P E with Ae � H links e only with its immediate ancestors a P Ae

satisfying πpaq   πpeq. We therefore conclude that the right-hand side coefficient vectors βec, e P E

and c P
�

aPAe
Ca with xa,ca � 1 for all a P Ae, with elements rpe, a, caq form a partial order for

all entities e P E with Ae � H. The statement then follows since the right-hand side coefficient

vectors of the root entities e P E with Ae � H are zero, which allows us to include them anywhere

in the partial order.
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Observation 5 ensures that for any risk measure satisfying assumption (R), affine decision

rules are optimal in problem (22). Even with this insight, however, problem (22) appears to

be computationally challenging due to its non-convex objective function that involves products

of the decision variables xec and ye. Fortunately, however, the configuration decisions xec are

binary, which allows us to linearize the objective function exactly with standard techniques. Since

this linearization is applied after our restriction to affine decision rules, it does not impact the

optimality of affine decision rules. We emphasize that the generality of assumption (F), which

allows the objective function to be non-convex as long as it is monotone in y for each value of x

and each realization of ξ̃, is crucial for this reformulation.

Problem (22) serves as a template for different production planning problems. One can im-

mediately conceive variants with uncertain production costs p̃pe, cq or dependencies between the

admissible configurations for different entities. Also, the possibility to switch (some of) the configu-

rations c P Ce after observing the demands can be modelled through a K-adaptability formulation.

4.6 Robust Optimization

Our results from Section 2 immediately apply to robust optimization problems, which constitute

a subclass of problem (1) where the ambiguity set P contains all Dirac distributions supported on

some uncertainty set and where the risk measure ρP is the essential supremum. In this case, the

conditions (F), (A), (D) and (B) restrict the choice of admissible objective functions and constraints

in order to guarantee optimality of affine decision rules. Alternatively, the specific structure of

robust optimization problems allow us to employ convex duality to ‘swap’ the characterizations

of the uncertainty set and the second-stage feasible region. If we do so, we obtain an alternative

two-stage robust optimization problem whose optimal objective value and first-stage feasible region

coincide with those of the original problem, but where our optimality results now impose restrictions

on the structure of the uncertainty set (as opposed to the second-stage objective and constraints).

To illustrate this idea, consider the two-stage robust optimization problem

minimize max
ξPΞ

Qpx; ξq

subject to x P X ,
(23a)

where X � Rn1 , ξ is an uncertain parameter vector supported on the uncertainty set Ξ � r�1, 1sk,
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and where the second-stage cost function Q satisfies

Qpx; ξq �

�
����

minimize cpξqJx� dJy

subject to Apξqx�By ¥ gpξq

y P Rn2

�
���� (23b)

with cpξq � Cξ � c, Apξq � A �A1ξ1 � . . . �Akξk and gpξq � Gξ � g affine in ξ and d and B

deterministic. In contrast to our results from Section 2, we thus impose conditions on the shape of

the uncertainty set Ξ, but we do not impose any further restrictions on the objective function or

the constraints of the second-stage problem (23b). In particular, no sign restrictions apply to the

objective coefficients, the constraint matrices and the right-hand sides, and the constraints in (23b)

can thus impose arbitrary lower and upper bounds on the first- and second-stage decisions.

Problem (23) describes a two-stage robust optimization problem with a mixed-integer first

stage and a linear second stage, respectively, where the uncertainty is described by a factor model.

Indeed, we can think of the components ξk as independent factors, and the uncertain problem

parameters cpξq, Apξq and gpξq emerge from affine combinations of those factors. We now show

that problem (23) has an equivalent single-stage representation.

Observation 6. The two-stage robust optimization problem (23) has the same optimal value as

well as the same first-stage feasible region as the single-stage robust optimization problem

minimize max
λPΛ

 
pc�AJλqJx� gJλ�

∥∥GJλ�CJx�ApλqJx
∥∥

1

(
subject to x P X

(23’)

over the uncertainty set Λ � tλ P Rm1 : BJλ � du, where ApλqJ � pAJ
1 λ, . . . ,A

J
k λq

J.

Proof. Using Theorem 1 of Bertsimas and de Ruiter (2016), the two-stage robust optimization

problem (23) shares the same optimal objective value and the same first-stage feasible region with

the two-stage robust optimization problem

minimize max
λPΛ

Q1px;λq

subject to x P X ,

where

Q1px;λq �

�
����

minimize pc�AJλqJx� gJλ�
�
µ� µ

�J
e

subject to µ� µ � GJλ�CJx�ApλqJx

µ,µ P Rk�

�
���� ,
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which is derived by dualizing the second-stage problem in (23), interchanging the order of the

maximization over the uncertain problem parameters ξ and the newly introduced dual variables λ,

and finally dualizing the new inner maximization over ξ P Ξ. The substitution µ Ð µ �GJλ �

CJx�ApλqJx simplifies the second-stage problem to

Q1px;λq �

�
����

minimize pc�AJλqJx� gJλ�
�
2µ�GJλ�CJx�ApλqJx

�J
e

subject to µ ¥ ApλqJx�GJλ�CJx

µ P Rk�

�
���� .

Contrary to our proof of Theorem 1, the second-stage decisions µ already appear conveniently

isolated on the constraint left-hand sides. At the same time, however, they participate in two lower

bound constraints, neither of which can be identified as dominated. Nevertheless, since the second-

stage decisions have non-negative objective coefficients, we readily conclude that the piecewise affine

policy µ� � max
 
ApλqJx�GJλ�CJx, 0

(
is optimal in Q1px;λq for all λ P Λ. Substituting this

expression in the objective function of Q1px;λq and re-arranging terms then yields the result.

Problem (23’), despite being a static robust optimization problem, remains challenging as its

objective evaluates the worst case of a convex function. The specific structure present in (23’),

however, allows us to employ the iterative solution scheme proposed by Gorissen and den Hertog

(2013). This algorithm solves a sequence of increasingly tight relaxations of problem (23’) whose

objective functions optimize over finite subsets of the ‘parameter realizations’ λ P Λ as well as

a limited number of pieces of the piecewise affine 1-norm expression in (23’). Alternatively, we

can solve the original two-stage robust optimization problem (23) with the column-and-constraint

generation scheme developed by Zeng and Zhao (2013). This algorithm solves a sequence of in-

creasingly tight relaxations of problem (23) that are formed from scenario fans that consider finitely

many parameter realizations ξ P Ξ. Both the scheme of Gorissen and den Hertog (2013) and the

method proposed by Zeng and Zhao (2013) solve non-convex subproblems in each iteration, but

the subproblems of the column-and-constraint generation scheme are significantly more involved as

they replace the second-stage problem of (23) by its Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, which tend

to be difficult to optimize over. We next examine the potential speed-up in a numerical example.

We consider the two-stage robust inventory management problem

minimize max
ξPΞ

Qpx; ξq

subject to x P Rn�,
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problem (23’) problem (23)

n 1 min 10 min 60 min 1 min 10 min 60 min
25 21% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
30 55% 0% 0% 137% 137% 0%
35 80% 0% 0% 144% 144% 0%
40 97% 1% 0% 152% 152% 150%
45 104% 4% 0% - - 153%
50 106% 6% 0% - - 154%
75 160% 33% 0% - - -
100 164% 74% 3% - - -

Table 1. Average optimality gaps of the algorithms of Gorissen and den Hertog (2013),

left, and Zeng and Zhao (2013), right. Absent entries correspond to experiments where

some instances have not completed the first iteration within the given time limit.

borrowed from Section 5.2 of Georghiou et al. (2020), where Ξ � r�1, 1sk and

Qpx; ξq �

�
��������������

minimize
ņ

i�1

cy � yi � ch � hi � cb � bi

subject to h ¥ x� y �Dpξq

b ¥Dpξq � x� y
ņ

i�1

yi ¤ B

y,h, b P Rn�

�
��������������
.

In this problem, the uncertain customer demands D1pξq, . . . , Dnpξq for the n products are modelled

as affine combinations Dipξq � φJi ξ � 1 of the uncertain factors ξ, where the factor weights φi

are selected uniformly at random from the set Φ � tφ P Rk : ‖φ‖1 � 1u. The order adjustment

costs cy, the inventory holding costs ch as well as the backlogging costs cb are selected uniformly

at random from the intervals r0, 2s, r3, 5s and r0, 1{2s, respectively, and we choose B so that half

of the demand can be served via adjustment orders y. Table 1 reports the average optimality gaps

of CPLEX 20.9 run on an i9-10900 CPU with 2.80GHz clock speed and 64GB of RAM after 1,

10 and 60 minutes over 25 randomly generated instances of varying size. The table shows that

solving the static robust optimization problem (23’) with the algorithm of Gorissen and den Hertog

(2013) indeed appears to be more efficient than solving the generic two-stage robust optimization

problem (23) via column-and-constraint generation.
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5 Conclusion

Problems known to be solved optimally by affine decision rules are rare and were, to our best

knowledge, restricted to a few two-stage robust optimization problems that impose restrictive as-

sumptions on both the geometry of the uncertainty set and the structure of the constraints. We

showed in this paper that affine decision rules are in fact optimal in a number of application do-

mains if the problem formulations are carefully chosen. As such, our work also sheds light on

how seemingly inconsequential differences in modelling assumptions can lead to radically different

conclusions about the problem’s solvability in affine decision rules. A modeller does not just cap-

ture the world as she sees it – she typically has the liberty to disregard certain aspects to ensure

tractability. We believe that the optimality conditions put forward in this paper may serve as a

useful method in a modeller’s toolbox to determine an attractive trade-off between accuracy and

tractability. Our supply chain management problem from Section 4.2, for example, is solved op-

timally in affine decision rules if we impose the additional assumption of a product-wise acyclic

distribution network. The resulting solution may be implemented as is, or it can serve as a basis

for a heuristic policy which suboptimally solves a more generic problem formulation that violates

our optimality conditions. Knowing that the resulting policies are optimal for some well-defined

subclasses of the problem instills confidence that the heuristic policies perform satisfactorily also

in broader instance classes where our optimality conditions may not be satisfied.

Our work lends itself to several extensions and generalizations. It would be instructive to study

how the optimality of affine decision rules can be extended to multi-stage problems. We also see

value in exploring alternative optimality criteria, such as conditions under which affine decision

rules become asymptotically optimal as the problem size grows, or conditions under which affine

decision rules are optimal with high probability, based on a sampling of the problem data.
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